High-level expression in Escherichia coli of a chemically synthesized gene for [Leu-28]echistatin.
A gene (Ecs) encoding a platelet aggregation inhibitor, echistatin (Ecs), has been chemically synthesized. Met at position 28 of the native protein was replaced by Leu in the recombinant Ecs. To express this synthetic gene in Escherichia coli, an expression vector, pJC264, was constructed by inserting portions of the E. coli cheB and cheY gene complex into the plasmid pUC13. High-level expression of the synthetic [Leu-28]Ecs was achieved by its fusion with the E. coli cheY gene in the expression vector. Recombinant [Leu-28]Ecs was liberated from the fusion protein by CNBr cleavage at the Met inserted between the CheY protein and [Leu-28]Ecs. The recombinant [Leu-28]Ecs was purified to homogeneity by reverse-phase high-performance liquid chromatography. The refolded [Leu-28]Ecs was identical to native Ecs in inhibiting platelet aggregation, suggesting that Met at position 28 is not essential for the biological activity of this platelet aggregation inhibitor.